Abstract Smartphone subscribers exceeded 30 million people, Smart Korea is up on this track, and leaping to 'Smart powerful nation from 'IT powerful nation. Of course, the popularization of the smart phone called 'PC in the hands' has brought a revolutionary change to nation livelihood, and also to business and government, too. The current usage of Smartphone is not just a simple function call, people can communicate anytime, anywhere with it. The current usage of Smartphone is not just a simple function call, people can communicate anytime, anywhere with it. And it has become the culture of the terminal type in the hands whenever and wherever. However, the screen size and the existing flash or video files do not run when trying to access to the homepage for PC with Smartphone. and it may gives the inconvenience to people who use mobile devices. Therefore, in this paper, it is a study for the provision of an efficient service for Smartphone users through the establishment of website for mobile in mobile circumstances 
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